Georges Auguste Escoffier

the king of chefs and the chef of kings

Georges Auguste Escoffier
Born in 1846 France, Auguste
Escoffier was director of the kitchens
at the finest hotels in Monte Carlo and
London. He revolutionized French
cuisine by simplifying it and adding
modern recipes. His book Le Guide
Culinaire included these new cooking
methods along with his ideas on how
to run an efficient, professional
kitchen. This work established the job
of chef as a respected profession.

Greeks & Romans
● Enjoyed

eating socially
● Hosted banquets
● Greeks – private clubs “lesche”
● Romans main meal – “cenna”
● 1st Early Cookbook – De Re
Coquinaria
– by Marcus Apicius

Middle Ages 800 AD-1300AD
&
Renaissance 1500 AD–1600AD
●

Serfs worked fields/Landowners
had banquets
● Ate with fingers, knives and “trenchers”
● Aristocracy craved spices
● Coffee Houses opened – major cities

The birth of classical French cuisine

■

The traditional birth year for French cuisine is
1533 when Catherine de Medici was moved
from her home in Florence to Paris and was
appalled by the way the French ate. So she
decided to bring an entourage of chefs from
her homeland, where fine cooking was an art
form.

French Revolution 1789-1799
●

Guilds were formed
● First Restaurant 1765 - Boulanger
● End of Revolution – Chefs out of
work
● Paris - 500 restaurants in 30 years

Industrial Revolution
● Families

moved to cities for work
● People needed to live close to
factories
● Chemical fertilizers and
pesticides invented
● Wealthy ate aged meat, cheese and
sauces
● “Poor Man’s Food” veggies and
whole grains

Famous Chefs and Entrepreneurs
●

Louis Pasteur – invented
pasteurization
● Nicholas Appert – father of “canning”
● Catherine de Medici (Italian) married
Henry II (France)
◦ Introduced silverware to the French
◦ Brought Haute Cuisine to France
◦ Brought spinach, artichoke, and ice
cream recipes

Restaurants of the
Renaissance
• Before Escoffier came into the picture,
cuisine was only reserved for the rich
and royal and was often filled with
excess everything and overly
complicated recipes.
• The sauces were too rich, too fatty and
had too many contradicting flavors.
• Kitchen were a madhouse, dangerous,
and full of drunk sweaty cooks.
• Seating was sparse and only attended
by men with “women” as company

● Marie-Antione

Careme – 1784-1883
◦ Born into poor family
◦ Learned basics in
small restaurant
◦ Perfected sauce
recipes for

“Grand Cuisine”
Source: Wikipedia Commons

Escoffier: Early Life
• Born in Villeneuve, France, on October 28,
1846.
• Began his career in cookery at the age of 12
when he entered into apprenticeship in his
uncle's restaurant, in Nice
• Went on to another apprenticeship at the age
of 19, this time working in Paris at the Le Petit
Moulin Rouge
• While he loved the job, months after arriving
in Paris, he was called to active military duty,
where he was given the position of army chef
during the Prussian War
• Escoffier spent nearly seven years in the army
as a cook
• His army experiences led him to study the
technique of canning food.
•

• In 1880 he won a game of table pool and was
rewarded the hand of poet Delphine Daffis to be
his wife. They married a few weeks later.
• In 1884, he met his Cesar Ritz who would
become his business partner, best friend and
inspiration for the rest of his life.
• Ritz offered him the job of top chef at his hotel in
Monte Carlo
• In 1890, Ritz and
Escoffier accepted an
invitation from
Richard D'Oyly Carte
to create something
amazing in his new
fancy restaurant and
hotel called The
Savoy Hotel in
London.

• He began his career at The Savoy by lobbying to make it legal for women to dine in public
• He created the modern chef outfit (hat and necktie to save sweat)
• Demanded that cooks be clean, not swear, not drink, no fighting
• Further, he demanded that cooks use the rest bathroom located outside of the kitchen area,
instead of food pot..
• He create the “brigade system” after his experience in the military. In this system there were
stations -- fish, meat, sauce, vegetable, etc. and everyone had a speciality.
• This system created an assembly line akin to Henry Ford's industrialization of automobile
manufacturing. At the Ritz Hotel's lunch service, he could do 500 plates an hour.

Roux + Tomatoes
Roux + Dairy

Roux + White Stock
Egg Yolks + Butter + Acid
Roux + Brown Stock

The FIVE mother Sauces
Auguste Escoffier, building upon on the work of influential chef Marie-Antoine Carême, is credited with
codifying the mother sauces as we know them today. Their perfection is ESSENTIAL for the professional chef.

• He was referred to as "Papa" because
he treated his staff like family.
• He fought for the rights of all kitchen
workers to receive medical care and
pensions.
• Some of his staff perished in the Titanic
(he had designed the menus).
• After the tragedy, he personally saw to
it that the widows and children of that
staff were well taken care of for life.

The Chef is The Artist
• "A cook is a man with a can
opener," Escoffier once said. "A
chef is an artist.”
• Truffles, foie gras and caviar were
his trinity.
• He knew nearly 600 ways to make
eggs.
• In his book "Le Guide Culinaire"
he includes recipes for 256 of
egg dishes - his students were
required to master ALL of them.
• As a boy he wanted to be a
sculptor, so Food became his
medium and he would sculpt with
food - He once sculpted a table
and chair out of shrubs so that a
diner could eat in a garden.

• Escoffier slept four to five
hours a day; he never drank
or smoked.
• When he died in 1935 at
age 88, he was working on
his memoirs, which he never
completed.
• Despite the fact that he
spent decades in England,
with many visits to the
United States, he never
learned English, out of fear
that it would cause him to
think like the English, and
then, unfortunately, cook
like them.

Nellie Melba ate at Escoffier’s restaurants while
performing in London. Nellie sent Escoffier
tickets to her performance in the Wagner opera
Lohengrin which featured a beautiful boat in the
shape of a swan. The following evening,
Escoffier presented Nellie with a dessert of
fresh peaches served over vanilla ice cream in a
silver dish perched atop a swan carved from
ice.

Helen “Nellie” Porter Mitchell
To be known as Nellie Melba

Kaiser Wilhelm II was said to have once remarked:
"I am the emperor of Germany, but you are the
emperor of chefs."

Desserts are like mistresses. They
are bad for you. So if you are
having one, you might as well
have two.

